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PASSION PLANNING
Go beyond programs!

Logic is limited, passion is  
powerful and unlimited. What 
do you want? 
We transfer passion which 
activates sustained action. 
You benefit from bespoke  
business solutions designed for 
your personal and professional  
success through business  
consulting and personal  
coaching. 

STORYTELLING
Go beyond training!

Our approach is unique. 
Your skills acquisition is boosted 
by keynote talks and events with 
visuals and graphic recording.  
Think back; your learning  
process started off by observing 
and collecting mental images 
long before you learnt how to 
talk. We provide experiential 
knowledge acquisition strongly 
supported by visuals.  

VISUAL WORDING
Go beyond handouts!

We write your story! 
We create and publish  
illustrated company relevant  
handbooks. Your customised 
handbook will contain personal  
encounters and challenges,  
practical solutions, case studies 
and applicable theory best suited 
to your needs. 

WHAT WE DO:

We get you to where you want to go by means of passion  
planning, storytelling and visual wording. 



Is your world and working en-
vironment constantly changing? 

Ours is too.
 
With years of experience on the 
international stage we easily 
tailor and structure our content 
and the design of our events to 
fulfill your requirements.
 

+ Impassioned management and 
workforce development.

+ Business events that provide  
master plans to inspire and  
enhance interpersonal skills in 
the ever changing environment  
of a culturally diverse workforce.

+ Practical case studies and  
models supported by academic 
input.

+ Inclusive productive working  
environments by means of: 
exploring cultural concepts  
and dimensions like rites,  
traditions and values which  
impact our communication and  
behaviour. 

+ The „big picture“, everything 
involved with where you started, 
where you are and where you are 
going. 

WHAT YOU GET:

A powerful cross-continental presence through inclusive  
international business practice. 



WHO WE ARE:

We are change activists – women  
passionate about sharing,  
empowering and activating  
action toward sustainable social,  
environmental and business  
changes.

Hester Bergh-Appoyer

Hester, keynote speaker, author, 
neuro-leadership coach and 
intercultural facilitator with a 
passion for connecting people. 
She promotes and supports your 
skills acquisition through her  
inspiring and encouraging  
storytelling.

Karin Hofmann

Karin, illustrator and communi-
cation facilitator with a passion 
for ideas and designing identity.  
She leads you through your  
personal development and  
professional interactions by  
means of her entertaining talent 
to create catchy visuals. 

GET IN TOUCH:
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